Introduction
and symmetrically around 0, e.g. for Q = 4 the states are choosen to be f?3; ?1; 1; 3g. 
The lower and upper bound u( i ) rsp. o( i ) of the interval have to be choosen carefully in order to map h i correctly onto i . From a signal to noise analysis we can see that jRj < 1 2 jo( ) ? u( )j (5) should hold for the modulus of the noise term jRj in order to stabilize a given pattern correctly, if the respective is taken to be in the middle of the interval jo( ) ? u( )j (e.g. for Q = 4, 3 = 1; o( 3 ) = 2; u( 3 ) = 0). We will see that (5) can be violated depending on the initial state S 0 . From theoretical results [4] [5] [6] we also know that c 1=Q 2 , so it is clear that large network sizes have to be used during the simulations. Both facts make our investigations very time consuming. So the calculation of the local eld was implemented as h i = 1 2 p X =1 i (< ; S > ?S i i ) (6) for e ciency reasons since N p. In order to speed up the algorithm only the set of changing neurons I was taken into account
= < ; S(t ? 1) > + X i2I i (S i (t) ? S i (t ? 1)) where I = fi j S i (t) 6 = S i (t ? 1)g. Note that for binary neurons (7) can be calculated using bit operations while for Q-state neurons this is no longer possible. This fact yields a rather slow performance.
Basins of Attraction
It is a priori not clear what order parameter should be chosen to measure to what extent we have retrieved a certain pattern. Up to now nothing is known about the geometry of the basins of attraction. They could be spherical or polyeders, so we de ne a number of order parameters each of which could measure a di erent aspect of the attractor geometry. One can take the cosine between the normalized vectors and S m = < S > k kk S k = P i i S i k kk S k (8) where k A k= p P i (A i ) 2 and we de ne m = 0 for S = 0. Equivalently one can use an error rate err = 1 2NQ X i j i ? S i j (9) or the Tanimoto measure 8], which is a compromise between (8) and (9) .
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It is also clear that a Q-state network has a rather small robustness against distortion, dependent on the special form of the dyn function. The transition from correct recognition to non-recognition proceeds in several steps, in the sense that the system undergoes a number of transitions through various phases, where we get spurious states with correct signs but wrong vector length (cf. g.1 and 2), e.g. for Q = 4 a state i = ?3 is mapped onto S i = ?1. The phase borders depend on the number of Q-states, the steepness parameter of the dyn function and as we have seen in the gures. In the following we will use the cosine m , to study more of the model's interesting features.
Critical Storage Capacity
In order to calculate the critical storage capacity c we use a nite size scaling ansatz for the weight of the retrieval peak f. Therefore 2000-3000 pure patterns i (from di erent random pattern sets) are used as intitial states and the nal overlaps m f are determined. We assume that f, the weight of the retrieval peak (cf. g. 4) is given in g.3 together with our estimates of c . In the large Q regime (Q 6) the agreement is very good, while for low values of Q we nd the same kind of deviation as Rieger did in his analytic study. Fig.4 shows the weights of the retrieval peak below and above c . In g.5 we show the results of interpolation (13) 
A Self Controlling Model
We now propose a network or rather a dynamical system, which suppresses the spurious states encountered in section 3 by self-adjusting in the dyn function, thereby increasing the basin size drastically. In the following we study the dynamics of this model.
The key idea is that the state vector is normalized, i.e. = = k S k. Of course a normalization as in eq. (15) is a nonlocal process so we actually leave the eld of biologically plausible neural networks. We see that, although the same dips as in g.1a occur in g.6, a normalized dynamics as in (15) is more robust against distortion, because the spurious states are destabilized by the selfadjusting . For example if the sign of the pattern state is correct but its length is incorrect, e.g. jS i j < j i j, then this state is not stable since = k S k is increased above 1. Therefore in the next step of (15) the network will be able to reach a higher value of jS i j and step by step the original pattern length is reconstructed adaptively. A corresponding correction mechanism holds also for the other direction, where jS i j > j i j. At the xed point we nd k S k and 1 as in section 2. 3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 Concerning robustness of the associative memory, we could see that the Q-state model undergoes several transitions from correct recognition to spin glass phase (cf. 9]). The phase borders depend on Q; and . The type of spurious state can be explained in terms of di erent measures, each covering an own aspect of the basin shape. In order to get a network with high robustness beeing able to reconstruct all grey-tones correctly below m c we propose a self controlling network model. This model improves the retrieval qualities of the Q-state Hop eld network drastically.
From our investigations we conclude, that a grey-tone network de ned as above cannot be used for real practical purposes, because of its low storage capacity and its slow performance. In pattern recognition, it seems not to be reasonable to use a Q-state Hop eld network as proposed in [4] [5] [6] . One should rather spend more time for the preprocessing of the images, and then employ a more e cient model, possibly involving sparse coding 10] or a grey-level perceptron 11].
